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Abstract

Background  Many studies on the efficacy of directional microphones (DIRMs) and noise-reduction (NR) algorithms were not conducted under realistic signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions. A Repeat-Recall Test (RRT) was developed previously to partially address this issue.

Purpose  This study evaluated whether the RRT could provide a more comprehensive understanding of the efficacy of a DIRM and NR algorithm under realistic SNRs. Possible interaction with listener working memory capacity (WMC) was assessed.

Research Design  This study uses a double-blind, within-subject repeated measures design.

Study Sample  Nineteen listeners with a moderate degree of hearing loss participated.

Data Collection and Analysis  The RRT was administered with participants wearing the study hearing aids (HAs) under two microphones (omnidirectional versus directional) by two NR (on versus off) conditions. Speech was presented from 0° at 75 dB SPL and a continuous noise from 180° at SNRs of 0, 5, 10, and 15 dB. The order of SNR and HA conditions was counterbalanced across listeners. Each test condition was completed twice in two 2-hour sessions separated by one month.

Results  The recall scores of listeners were used to group listeners into good and poor WMC groups. Analysis using linear mixed-effects models revealed significant effects of context, SNR, and microphone for all four measures (repeat, recall, listening effort, and tolerable time). NR was only significant on the listening effort scale in the DIRM mode at an SNR of 5 dB. Listeners with good WMC performed better on all measures of the RRT and benefitted more from context. Although DIRM benefitted listeners with good and poor WMC, the benefits differed by context and SNR.

Conclusions  The RRT confirmed the efficacy of DIRM and NR on several outcome measures under realistic SNRs. It also highlighted interactions between WMC and sentence context on feature efficacy.
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Background

Speech intelligibility tests are often used to evaluate the efficacy of hearing aids (HAs) and/or their features, such as directional microphones (DIRMs) and noise reduction (NR). However, speech tests may not fully capture all the benefits. In addition, it may be more meaningful to quantify benefits under realistic signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions (e.g., Smeds et al, 2015⁴¹). This study examined the feasibility of using the recently developed Repeat-Recall Test (RRT, Slugocki et al, 2018³⁹) to capture performance with DIRMs and NR.
DIRMs in HAs have been available since the 1970s (Ricketts, 2001). From single microphone designs with two ports to the multiple microphone designs of today, the laboratory efficacy of DIRMs has been demonstrated to range from a 1- to 2-dB improvement in SNR in the open-fit mode (Kuk et al, 2005a) to ~6 dB in a closed-fit mode (Ricketts and Hornsby, 2006). Other studies have shown that DIRMs also reduce listening effort (Holmes et al, 2018) and improve the acceptable noise level (Freyaldenhoven et al, 2005).

Data on the efficacy of NR algorithms are less clear. Chong and Jenstad (2018) reviewed studies from 2000 to 2016 on the efficacy of commercially available single microphone NR algorithms on adults and children. Most of the studies failed to report any improvement in speech intelligibility. Rather, these studies report improved sound quality, reduced annoyance, increased listening comfort, reduction in effort, reduced pupil dilation, improved acceptable noise level, improved ability to learn novel stimuli, improved secondary visual tracking, improved word recall, and increased preference. These results suggest that present-day commercial NR algorithms may reduce the cognitive load on the listeners but may not improve SNR sufficiently to improve speech understanding. Of note, some non-real-time NR systems, such as the binary mask algorithm, reportedly show improvements in speech intelligibility in noise (e.g., Wang et al, 2009).

One of the issues with laboratory studies is that many are conducted under test conditions that optimize the outcome of the HA evaluation. However, such test conditions may or may not represent the range of SNRs that listeners encounter in real life. Many studies test at listeners’ individualized speech reception thresholds (SRTs) for 50% (e.g., Brons et al, 2014; Desjardins, 2016; Miller et al, 2017) and/or 95% correct identification (e.g., Ng et al, 2013; Wendt et al, 2017). Hence, actual SNRs cover a broad range at the group level. For example, for SRT50, Miller et al (2017) reported mean SNRs around 0 dB (range from 0 to −1.57 dB) and Brons et al (2014) reported a mean of 1.5 dB (range from 0 to 2.4 dB). Ng et al (2013; 2015) reported a mean SRT95 of 4.1 dB (standard deviation [SD] = 1.85 dB) and 7.5 dB (SD = 1.9 dB) in their 2013 and 2015 studies, respectively. Neher et al (2018) used an SNR of 6 dB, whereas Desjardins and Doherty (2014) used an SNR of 8 dB to optimize the likelihood of an observed benefit. Other studies optimize test conditions based on functional considerations of the feature under evaluation. For example, Wang et al (2009) studied the efficacy of an ideal binary mask NR algorithm and reported a SRT ranging from −8 dB with a speech-shaped noise to −20 dB with a cafeteria noise. Magnusson et al (2013) demonstrated that a DIRM (occluded and open fit) improved SNRs from around 0 dB to −10 or −12 dB. It is commonly known that directional benefits decrease as SNRs increase (e.g., Kuk et al, 1999; Ricketts and Hornsby, 2006).

Clearly, differences in technology or algorithm implementation impose unique requirements on the test design. However, individualization and/or optimization of test conditions leads one to question whether the efficacy observed in laboratory studies may be generalized to more realistic SNR conditions. Smeds et al (2015) and Wu et al (2018) reported that people with a mild-to-moderate degree of hearing loss tend to experience day-to-day communication at SNRs of −5 and 10 dB. If this is true, then the results of some of the studies reported previously may occur infrequently in real life. Thus, a speech measure that includes a realistic range of SNRs may help streamline the evaluation of HA features for all patients. On the other hand, testing at realistic SNRs will likely result in performance ceilings and will decrease the sensitivity of the test to possible differences between HA signal processing conditions (e.g., Smids and Wolters, 2017). Speech materials that yield a shallower slope on the performance-intensity (P-I) functions and/or that prevent plateaus at realistic SNRs may be useful in overcoming these issues. A solution is the use of low-context (LC) speech materials. This could make correct identification more difficult and reduce the slope of the P-I function, making the test more sensitive to changes at the higher, more realistic SNRs (>5-10 dB). Indeed, in a previous study (Kuk et al, 2019), we were able to demonstrate a difference in SRT at an 85% performance criterion between variable speed compression and fast/slow compression using LC sentences.

Recently, the concept of working memory capacity (WMC) has been introduced to explain a listener’s speech-in-noise difficulties (Lunner, 2003; Akeroyd, 2008; Ronnegberg et al, 2008; Rudner et al, 2011; Besser et al, 2013; Pichora-Fuller et al, 2016). WMC is defined as the collection of cognitive resources that individuals use to encode, store, and process information (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974). Listeners with large WMCs may be able to allocate resources to processing degraded speech and still have spare capacity for storage. Conversely, listeners with limited WMCs may engage all of their cognitive resources to process speech in noise, leading to feelings of effortful listening and leaving less room for storage. Hence, individual variability in WMC might explain some of the variance observed in studies on the efficacy of specific HA features. Indeed, Gatehouse et al (2006); Lunner and Sundewall-Thoren (2007) and Souza et al (2015) observed that listeners with poor WMCs performed better with slow-acting compression, whereas those with a larger WMC performed better with fast-acting compression. Ng et al (2013; 2015) and Lunner et al (2016) observed that listeners with better WMCs recalled more speech in noise with a NR algorithm. Although there is no reason to believe that a DIRM selectively favors good or poor WMC listeners, a difference in benefit between the two groups may be revealed under conditions where the performance of one group has plateaued and that of the other has not. In those scenarios, people with poor WMC may continue to experience DIRM benefit because there is still room for improvement, whereas those with good WMC may not. A test that includes an estimate of WMC and varying levels of difficulty may provide evaluative (i.e., actual performance) and explanatory (i.e., why such performance) value.

The RRT (Slugocki et al, 2018) assesses speech intelligibility and WMC at realistic SNRs (0, 5, 10, 15 dB, and quiet; Smids et al, 2015; Wu et al, 2018) using high-context (HC) and LC sentences. During the test, listeners repeat a list of six sentences one at a time. The correct target words are scored. After all six sentences are repeated, listeners recall as many of the sentences (or fragments of the sentences) as they can. Afterward, listeners
rate how much effort they spent listening to the sentences (i.e., listening effort) and estimate the time they are willing to spend (i.e., tolerable time) communicating under the specific SNR condition.

To date, Slugocki et al (2018) have determined the list equivalence of the speech materials. The P-I functions, test-retest reliability, and validity of the test on 20 normal hearing listeners and 16 hearing-impaired listeners were also determined. Repeat performance (SRT50) correlates with the listeners’ Hearing in Noise Test scores (r = 0.40, p < 0.05) and recall performance correlates with the listeners’ scores (p = 0.53, < 0.01) on the Reading Span Test (Van den Noort et al, 2008). Furthermore, intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) indicate that a single administration of the RRT produced reliable measures of repeat (ICC = 0.83) and recall (ICC = 0.75) performance. Together, these results suggest that the integrated RRT produces a valid measure of speech-in-noise performance and that the recall scores may be used to assess a listener’s WMC.

The purpose of this study was to reconfirm the efficacy of DIRMs and NR using the RRT. First, we wanted to evaluate whether the range of realistic SNRs included in the RRT is sufficient to demonstrate the efficacy of DIRMs and NR. If so, the results of the evaluation may offer some insights into the real-world effectiveness of these noise management algorithms. Second, we wanted to use the recall score on the RRT to examine potential interactions between WMC and efficacy of HA features. Previous studies had not examined the interaction between WMC and DIRM benefit. Third, we wanted to confirm that the RRT could capture differences in how DIRMs and NR affect behavioral measures of speech-in-noise processing. Previous research has shown that a DIRM results in changes in speech intelligibility and listening effort, whereas NR only results in changes in listening effort. Because the RRT uses the same set of stimuli and test conditions for all four outcome measures, it may offer a more comprehensive single-test approach to evaluating a listener’s speech-in-noise difficulties.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Twenty hearing-impaired adults (mean age = 73.6 years, range = 56-86 years) were recruited from the local community. All participants were native speakers of American English. Two participants discontinued after the first session because of an illness in the family. A new participant was recruited after the second dropout. Thus, the data analyzed and reported here were from this final sample of 19 participants (8 females).

The four-frequency pure-tone average of the participants was 48.6 and 49.8 dB HL (SD = 3.6) for the left and right ears, respectively (Figure 1). Two of the 19 participants never wore HAs, although both had participated in HA studies previously. Of the HA wearers, six wore Widex HAs of various models, four wore Phonak HAs, and the rest wore HAs from other manufacturers. All but one participant scored above 23 (out of 30) on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA, Nasreddine et al, 2005), which is considered as normal performance (Carson et al, 2018). The data of the participant with a MoCA score of 22 were included in the analysis. The study was approved by an external independent institutional review board. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before the study. Participants were financially compensated for their time.

**Hearing Aid Conditions**

Participants completed all testing in the aided mode with bilaterally fitted receiver-in-canal HAs. The study HA used a 15-channel automatic adaptive DIRM with speech preservation (Kuk et al, 2005b). A fixed hypercardioid mode was used during the testing to eliminate any unpredictable change in polarity. The Speech Enhancer NR algorithm is a modulation-based algorithm that reshapes the frequency response in noise to optimize the speech intelligibility index. When activated, it provided a maximum gain reduction of 12 dB and a maximum gain increase of 4 dB in the mid-frequencies (Kuk and Paludan-Muller, 2006). The study HAs were coupled to a receiver that had a peak output sound pressure level at 90 dB SPL input (OSPL90) 114 dB SPL as measured in a 2-cc coupler. All fittings used fully occluding “double-dome” instant-fit ear tips to minimize the influence of direct sounds mixing with the processed sounds. The target gain of the HAs was set based on the National Acoustics Laboratory-Nonlinear fitting formula version 2 (NAL-NL2) rationale (Keidser et al, 2011). Output from the HAs was verified using the SoundTracker feature (Oeding and Valente, 2013) on the HA fitting software to ensure audibility of the test materials in the reference condition (omnidirectional, no NR). Only one of the participants had previous experience with the study HA. Listener performance in noise was assessed at four combinations of microphone and NR conditions: omnidirectional microphone (OMNI) with NR...
Speech stimuli were delivered in the free-field at a fixed level of 75 dB SPL via a KRK ST6 loudspeaker (KRK systems, Nashville, TN) (±2 dB from 62 Hz to 20 kHz) driven by the output of a Rotel 1048 power amplifier (Rotel, North Reading, MA). The amplifier received input from a Shure Aupander line mixer that routed channel output from an Echo Audio Gina 24 (Echo, Santa Barbara, CA) sound card. The speech loudspeaker was positioned at a distance of 1 m directly in front (i.e., 0°) of the participant. The center of the loudspeaker driver was 107 cm above the floor. A spectrally matched, continuous speech-shaped noise was presented from a second KRK ST6 loudspeaker, driven by a different channel on the same equipment, located at a distance of 1 m directly behind the listener (i.e., 180°). Background noise was presented at fixed levels to produce SNRs of 0, 5, 10, and 15 dB. A sound level meter (Quest Technologies Model 1800; TSI incorporated, Shoreview, MN) was used for daily calibration of the stimulus levels. Visual prompts used in the RRT (to alert listeners to respond) were presented on a touchscreen computer monitor (17" Planar PT 1700 MU; Planar, Beijing, China) placed on a small table directly in front of the participant at a 45° downward angle in the median plane. The position of the monitor did not obstruct a direct line between the loudspeaker and the listener’s ears.

All test participants returned in about a month for a retest on the RRT. Testing followed the same procedure outlined for the first visit but with a new counterbalancing order. Before analysis, performance metrics (i.e., repeat and recall) and subjective ratings (i.e., listening effort and tolerable time) from the RRT were averaged across tests and retests for each combination of SNR and HA condition.

**Results**

To group listeners based on WMC, we first examined the distribution of repeat scores for HC speech materials to determine which test condition showed perfect or near-perfect repeat performance. Repeat performance at SNR = +15 dB in the DIRM.NR.OFF condition was at or above 97.5% for all participants. Based on previous research (Slugocki et al, 201839), this level of performance satisfied the requirements of adequate audibility while requiring some effort from the listeners (average listening effort ratings = 4). At this test condition, recall scores ranged from 28% to 65%, with the median at 43%. Hence, participants with recall performance ≥43% were placed into the “good” WMC group and those with recall performance <43% were placed into the “poor” WMC group. There were ten participants in the good WMC group and nine in the poor WMC group. Good and poor WMC groups were similar in mean age (73 years ± 9.4 SD versus 74 years ± 7.6 SD), four-frequency pure-tone averages (47 dB HL ± 6.5 SD versus 51 dB HL ± 10.5 SD), and MoCA scores (27 ± 2.2 SD versus 26 ± 2.1 SD). It should be noted that here we used good versus poor WMC in a relative sense. Other measures of WMC may result in different groupings and different outcomes.

The lme4 package (Bates et al, 2015) for R was used to compute linear mixed-effects models that assessed the fixed effects of microphone (OMNI versus DIRM), NR(NR On versus
Repeat scores increased as the SNR increased for both groups. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any obvious deviations from normality. p values were obtained by Wald tests (Type II SS) of linear hypotheses using the Chi-square statistic. Only significant factors and interactions were reported in the corresponding text describing the P-I functions of the repeat, recall, listening effort, and tolerable time in good and poor WMC groups for HC and LC speech materials.

**Repeat Performance**

Repeat performance was measured as the number of correct target words repeated after each sentence. Figure 2 summarizes repeat performance over the range of SNRs for both groups of participants. Repeat scores increased as the SNR increased \( \chi^2(2) = 484.62, p < 0.000 \) and plateaued at z10 dB for the HC materials. Repeat scores for the HC sentences were higher than those for the LC sentences \( \chi^2(1) = 249.68, p < 0.000 \) and were higher for the DIRM mode than for the OMNI mode \( \chi^2(1) = 1,406.28, p < 0.000 \). It was higher by over 50 percentage points at the SNR of 0 dB condition. This is equivalent to about 6.5 dB improvement in SNR when estimated at the 75% correct level. Participants in the good WMC group outperformed those in the poor WMC group \( \chi^2(1) = 3.9, p = 0.048 \). A microphone \( \times \) SNR interaction confirmed that the slope of the P-I function with the DIRM was shallower than that of the OMNI condition \( \chi^2(2) = 118.76, p < 0.000 \). This occurred because repeat performance was less sensitive to SNR changes at or above 5 dB in the DIRM compared with the OMNI mode. A context \( \times \) SNR interaction \( \chi^2(2) = 23.12, p < 0.000 \) occurred because the effect of context was small at the poorest SNRs of 0 and 5 dB. Last, there was a three-way interaction of microphone \( \times \) context \( \times \) SNR \( \chi^2(2) = 10.57, p = 0.005 \) reflecting a different behavior between OMNI and DIRMs with context at the poorest SNRs. With DIRM processing, the repeat P-I functions for HC and LC passages were similar, albeit offset (HC > LC). With OMNI processing, repeat performance did not differ between HC and LC passages at SNR = 0 dB, presumably because of a floor effect. Above that SNR, repeat performance increased by a greater amount with SNR for HC than for LC sentences. It was also noted that the DIRM benefit (DIRM minus OMNI repeat scores) at SNR = 15 dB differed between good WMC and poor WMC listeners, especially between HC and LC materials. Because performance at SNR = 15 dB was used to group listeners, data at that SNR were not included into the statistical model for test of significance. Any observed positive effects of NR (2–6% improvement) were not significant \( p > 0.05 \).

**Recall Performance**

Recall performance was measured as the number of correctly recalled target words that were also correctly repeated. Figure 3 shows the P-I functions. Recall performance of the good WMC group was higher than that of the poor WMC group \( \chi^2(1) = 17.45, p < 0.000 \). With DIRM processing, recall performance was higher for the DIRM mode than for the OMNI mode \( \chi^2(1) = 118.76, p < 0.000 \) and plateaued at z10 dB for the HC materials. With OMNI processing, recall performance did not differ between HC and LC passages at SNR = 0 dB, presumably because of a floor effect. Above that SNR, recall performance increased by a greater amount with SNR for HC than for LC sentences. It was also noted that the DIRM benefit (DIRM minus OMNI repeat scores) at SNR = 15 dB differed between good WMC and poor WMC listeners, especially between HC and LC materials. Because performance at SNR = 15 dB was used to group listeners, data at that SNR were not included into the statistical model for test of significance. Any observed positive effects of NR (2–6% improvement) were not significant \( p > 0.05 \).
plateaued at SNRs of 5 and 10 dB for HC and LC passages, respectively. It was about 10–15 dB for the OMNI condition with the HC materials. In addition, there were significant effects of microphone \( [x^2(1) = 468.27, p < 0.000] \), context \( [x^2(1) = 411.72, p < 0.000] \), and SNR \( [x^2(2) = 204.45, p < 0.000] \). A group \( \times \) context interaction \( [x^2(1) = 11.25, p < 0.001] \) confirmed the greater difference in recall between the DIRM and OMNI conditions in the good WMC group than in the poor WMC group. In addition, a context \( \times \) group effect reflected a greater difference in recall between HC and LC materials in the good WMC group than in the poor WMC group \( [x^2(1) = 14.03, p < 0.000] \). Microphone, context, and SNR interacted with each other in two-way (microphone \( \times \) context \( [x^2(1) = 5.0, p = 0.025] \), microphone \( \times \) SNR \( [x^2(2) = 122.93, p < 0.000] \), and context \( \times \) SNR \( [x^2(2) = 18.19, p < 0.000] \)) and three-way (microphone \( \times \) context \( \times \) SNR \( [x^2(2) = 22.6, p < 0.000] \)) interactions. These interactions occurred when context improved performance in the DIRM but not the OMNI mode at SNR = 0 dB condition. Again, NR did not result in any significant differences in recall performance.

### Ratings of Listening Effort

Ratings of listening effort and tolerable time were provided after all six sentences were repeated and recalled. Figure 4 summarizes the changes in reported listening effort with SNRs. Listening effort decreased with increasing SNRs \( [x^2(2) = 191.35, p < 0.000] \) and was generally lower for the DIRM than for the OMNI microphone condition \( [x^2(1) = 480.75, p < 0.000] \). In addition, HC materials were generally rated as less effortful than LC materials \( [x^2(2) = 218.29, p < 0.000] \). Even at SNR = +15 dB, participants still rated the test conditions to be somewhat effortful (i.e., >4). A group \( \times \) context interaction \( [x^2(1) = 11.88, p < 0.001] \) reflected that the good WMC group rated HC materials as less effortful and LC materials as more effortful than did the poor WMC group. A significant microphone \( \times \) NR \( \times \) SNR interaction \( [x^2(2) = 8.2, p < 0.017] \) occurred because NR reduced listening effort at SNR = 5 dB when used with the DIRM but not for other SNRs or when used with the OMNI. The benefit of NR also appeared to be stronger in listeners with poor WMC, although this trend was not significant. A microphone \( \times \) context interaction \( [x^2(1) = 3.86, p = 0.049] \) occurred when the DIRM was associated with lower ratings of listening effort relative to OMNI, but this difference was larger for HC than for LC materials. A context \( \times \) SNR interaction \( [x^2(2) = 27.54, p < 0.000] \) reflected a greater decrease in listening effort for HC than for LC materials with increasing SNR. A three-way microphone \( \times \) context \( \times \) SNR interaction \( [x^2(2) = 8.32, p = 0.016] \) reflected a constant effect of context in the DIRM mode but not in the OMNI mode at SNR = 0 dB.

### Estimates of Tolerable Time

Estimates of tolerable time were transformed into log units before display and statistical analysis. Such a transformation made the visual display of tolerable time (Figure 5) more closely resemble those of the other measures. Tolerable time significantly increased with SNR \( [x^2(2) = 83.7, p < 0.000] \) and was longer in the DIRM than in the OMNI mode \( [x^2(1) = 328.45, p < 0.000] \) by about 15 minutes. A significant two-way SNR \( \times \) microphone interaction \( [x^2(2) = 75.94, p < 0.000] \) occurred wherein the benefit of the DIRM decreased with increasing SNR. Tolerable time was also longer for HC than for LC materials.

---

**Figure 4** P4 functions of listening effort for HC (top panels) and LC (bottom panels) passages in good (left) and poor (right) WMC listeners. Data are shown for directional (solid lines) and omnidirectional (dashed lines) microphones with NR enabled (black) and disabled (gray). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

**Figure 5** P4 functions of log-transformed tolerable time for HC (top panels) and LC (bottom panels) passages in good (left) and poor (right) WMC listeners. Data are shown for directional (solid lines) and omnidirectional (dashed lines) microphones with NR enabled (black) and disabled (gray). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
The main effects of context and microphone were further qualified by significant two-way context \( \times \) group \( \chi^2(1) = 6.0, p = 0.014 \) and microphone \( \times \) group interactions \( \chi^2(1) = 10.11, p < 0.001 \). Listeners with good WMC exhibited a greater difference in tolerable time with DIRM over OMNI modes, and with HC over LC materials than did listeners with poor WMC. The effect of NR was not statistically significant.

**Discussion**

The current study reaffirmed the efficacy of DIRMs and NR algorithms on the RRT. The range of realistic SNRs used in the RRT is sufficient to capture some of the multidimensional effects of these HA features in listeners evaluated in this study. Furthermore, recall scores were useful in grouping participants. This grouping revealed that listeners with good WMC performed better on all measures of the RRT and benefitted more from context than those with poor WMC. They also differed in how they benefitted from a DIRM.

The benefits of DIRMs permeated all RRT outcome measures and decreased with increasing SNRs. For the repeat task, both groups of listeners benefitted from DIRMs to a similar degree for HC sentences at low to moderate SNRs. However, differences between groups were noted for the LC sentences at SNR = 15 dB. - **Figure 2** shows that the performance of listeners with good WMC plateaued at SNR = 15 dB, offering no room for improvement on repeat scores even if the SNR is improved. On the other hand, listeners with poor WMC only scored 65%, suggesting that there is room for improvement if available. Thus, the improvement in SNR from DIRMs resulted in as much as 20% DIRM benefit for the poor WMC (and not in the good WMC) listeners with the LC materials.

- **Figure 3** shows that the improvement in recall of LC materials associated with DIRM (over OMNI) processing was greater for the good WMC group than for the poor WMC group. One interpretation is that the poor WMC group was unable to use the SNR improvement provided by the DIRM to help with recall of the LC materials. In other words, the improvement in SNR brought by the DIRM was not sufficient to improve recall to the same magnitude as that of the good WMC group or that for the HC materials. That is, ensuring similar repeat scores (from better SNR) is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for proper recall. The WMC of the individuals and contextual cues are also important determiners. These two observations advance our understanding of the benefits of DIRMs in that contextual cues, the WMC of the listeners, the SNR of the environment, and the outcome measures used (such as repeat or recall tasks) also affect the expression of the DIRM benefits.

The current study confirmed previous reports that NR algorithms improve subjective listening effort (e.g., Holmes et al, 2018\(^{16}\)). When in the DIRM mode, NR lowered ratings of listening effort, most significantly at SNR = 5 dB. Hoetink et al (2009)\(^{13}\) suggest that the efficacy of NR is dependent on the input SNR. At SNR = 0 dB, the improvement by NR may not be perceptible because of a potential floor effect. As the SNR increases to 10 or 15 dB, the amount of gain reduction from NR decreases, thus reducing the contrasts between NR states. We speculate that the subjective improvement associated with activation of NR, such as captured by ratings of listening effort, likely results from an internal comparison between changes in cognitive load from the NR and cognitive resource allocation for the task. If this ratio is large (i.e., large reduction in cognitive load compared with small cognitive resource allocation), listeners may notice a subjective improvement; otherwise, no change in perception is likely. In the OMNI mode, listening is effortful for both groups of listeners; thus, more cognitive resource is required. Because the improvement in cognitive load from NR may be small, it would be a small percentage of the total cognitive resources that the listeners need to spend on the task. Thus, no appreciable improvement with NR is reported. In the DIRM mode, listening is not as effortful as in the OMNI mode, thus necessitating a relatively smaller amount of cognitive resource. As such, the same small decrease in cognitive load from NR, when compared with the smaller size of the allocated cognitive resource, would result in a larger ratio and lead to the perception of less effort. Because people in the poor WMC group have less cognitive resources to allocate than those in the good WMC, the same decrease in cognitive load from NR would make the effect even more pronounced in the poor WMC group than in the good WMC group.

These observations suggest that it could be beneficial to test over a range of SNRs instead of testing at one fixed SNR. On the other hand, if a fixed SNR were to be used to examine the benefit of DIRMs and NR algorithm, this study suggests that an SNR of 5 dB may be the most optimal because this is the only condition where statistically significant NR and DIRM effects were seen. This SNR is similar to the mean SNR used in several studies that evaluated the efficacy of a NR algorithm (e.g., Ng et al, 2013;\(^{28}\) Brons et al, 2014;\(^{5}\) Neher et al, 2018;\(^{27}\) Ohlenforst et al, 2018\(^{32}\)).

Determining the WMC using the RRT under a speech-in-noise condition where speech intelligibility is near perfect may help explain the communication difficulties of listeners. In this study, listeners with good WMC, as compared with those with poorer WMC, have significantly higher repeat and recall performance, report less listening effort and longer tolerable time, are able to use more context cues (resulting in a higher HC score), and show different patterns of benefits from DIRMs, at least under some conditions. Conversely, listeners in the poor WMC group are less able to take advantage of the available cues from signal processing (e.g., DIRMs) or from context to help improve their listening experience even though they may have a greater need to do so.

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIRM</td>
<td>directional microphone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>hearing aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>high context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>intra-class correlation coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>low context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA</td>
<td>Montreal Cognitive Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>noise reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMNI</td>
<td>omnidirectional microphone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

These findings suggest that the RRT may provide a framework for demonstrating the multidimensional benefits of HA features under more realistic SNRs. Using the RRT, a DIRM provides significant benefit on all four outcome measures. On the other hand, the use of NR algorithm is not likely to improve speech intelligibility but may reduce listening effort in some noisy conditions. The extent of the benefit varies with the WMC of the listener, the SNR of the listening condition, and the amount of context provided by the speech materials.
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All authors are employees of Widex A/S.
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